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Abstract

Based on density functional theory, we investigate the ferroelectric and piezoelectric

properties of the AlN/ScN superlattice, consists of ScN and AlN buckled monolayers

alternating along crystallographic c-direction. We �nd that the polar wurtzite (w-

ScAlN) structure is mechanically and dynamically stable, and is more stable than the

nonpolar hexagonal �at con�guration. We show that ferroelectric polarization switch-

ing can be possible for an epitaxially tensile strained superlattice. Due to the elastic

constant C33 softening, together with an increase in e33, the piezoelectric coe�cient

d33 of the superlattice is doubled compared to pure w-AlN. The combined enhance-

ment of Born e�ective charges (Z33) and the sensitivity of the atomic co-ordinates to

external strain (∂u3∂η3
) is the origin of large piezoelectric constant e33. Moreover, we

show that epitaxial biaxial tensile strain signi�cantly enhances the piezo-response, so

that d33 becomes seven times larger than that of w-AlN at 4% strain. The tensile

strain results in a huge enhancement in e33 by increasing Z33 and ∂u3
∂η3

, which boosts

the piezoelectric coe�cient. As short-period superlattice growth and epitaxial strain

are already experimentally demonstrated in wurtzite nitrides, our results show a new
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more controlled approach to signi�cantly enhance and tune the piezoelectric response

of w-AlN materials with additional possibility of ferroelectricity.

Keywords: Density functional theory (DFT); Ferroelectric; Piezoelectric; Short-period ni-

trides heterostructure; wurtzite-AlN

Introduction

Over the past two decades, piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have be-

come attractive in multiple applications, including high frequency and temperature-stable

resonators that have signi�cantly miniaturised cell phones, piezoelectric sensors and en-

ergy harvesting devices. Suitable non-toxic (lead-free) and cheap piezoelectrics with a high

piezoelectric response are required for these devices. In this respect, environment friendly

lead-free wurtzite AlN (w-AlN) has already demonstrated signi�cant potential for realizing

more complex sensing and mobile communication systems mainly due to the compatibil-

ity of AlN devices with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS). A high Curie

temperature, low acoustic and dielectric losses, high acoustic wave velocity, and compatibil-

ity with established silicon manufacturing process make AlN a perfect candidate for vari-

ous MEMS/NEMS devices1�5. High performance RF �lters made of AlN based resonators

also show great promise for mobile communication systems1,6�8. However, the low electro-

mechanical coupling coe�cient, which is closely related to the piezoelectric coe�cients, is

the main disadvantage of pure w-AlN. Therefore, enhancement of this coupling in AlN based

materials in a reliable and tunable way as well as atomistic understanding of the mechanism

behind it are the key challenges for both academia and industry1,9�12.

Promisingly, recent experiments have demonstrated a signi�cant enhancement for piezo-

response in doped w-AlN9,11�13. For example, a Sc0.5Al0.5N alloy shows a huge (about 400%)

increase of the piezoelectric constant d33 when compared to pure w-AlN14. As the Sc con-

centration increases, the piezoelectric constant e33 increases because of a large increase in the
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sensitivity of the internal coordinates of the atoms to strain14,15. Such a signi�cant increase

in e33 along with profound softening of the elastic constant C33, which arises because of the

energy landscape �attening as a result of a competition between the hexagonal and the parent

wurtzite phases, drives a tremendous increase in d33
14. However, the major di�culties with

these alloys that prevent their widespread use are (i) the high Sc-doping concentration leads

to a phase transition that completely suppresses the piezoelectricity, although the signi�cant

enhancement in piezoelectricity is only observed at high Sc concentrations, which are near

the phase transition9 and (ii) the material properties largely depend on the con�gurations

of the dopants16, which are formed essentially randomly during the sputtering process. It is

therefore hard to control the reliability and reproducibility required for device performance.

In this regard, an ordered structure such as a superlattice with enhanced piezo-response is

explored in this paper as an alternative approach to realize the fabrication of stable ScAlN

alloys with a high concentration of Sc.

Over the last few decades, the superlattices of short-period group-III nitrides have been

studied mainly for their optical properties17�25. The fabrication of 1:1 wurtzite group-

III nitride heterostructures with long range ordering by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy

(MOVPE) has demonstrated a new way to design nitrides with desired properties18. Re-

cently binary short-period superlattice of InN/GaN with a monolayer thick InN has been

fabricated using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)26�28. Also, GaN atomic layers as thin as two

atomic layers isolated by AlN barriers have been grown by MOVPE29. More recently plasma

assisted MBE has been successfully used to grow a monolayer of GaN sandwiched between

AlN barriers30. Wurtzite InGaN nanowires with a 1:1 periodic atomic-level chemical ordering

along the c-direction have been demonstrated31. Films consisting of one layer each of GaN

and ScN have also been grown32. However, more experimental work will be required for grow-

ing high crystalline quality ScN-based heterostructures. Interestingly, spontaneously formed

superlattice structures of nitrides are also quite common33�35.Piezoelectric properties of such

1:1 superlattices have also been studied theoretically19,20,36, although there is at present no
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Figure 1: (a) Energy barrier for polarization switching by �atting of Al(Sc)-N plane. Black
curve shows the energy barrier when the unit cell is �xed to polar con�guration during the
switching, while red curve shows the energy barrier when the unit cell is relaxed using SS-
NEB method. (b) and (c) Phonon band structure of w-ScAlN and h-ScAlN, respectively.
Inset in (c) shows the atomic displacement of the imaginary mode. The discontinuity in
the phonon dispersion at Γ is originated from the non-analytical term added to dynamical
matrix to treat the long-range Coulomb interaction in the polar materials.
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experimental information. Theoretically, it has been also shown that hydrostatic pressure

in these superlattices can signi�cantly enhance the piezoelectric response19,20.Moreover, the

atomistic mechanisms behind the piezoelectric enhancement and dynamical or mechanical

stability of the ScAlN superlatticeare not yet clearly understood. In addition, a controlled

way to enhance and tune the piezoelectric properties is desired for practical device applica-

tions. To our best knowledge, possibility of ferroelectricity in ScAlN superlattices has also

remained unexplored.

In this study, we investigate the origin of the enhanced piezoelectric constants in a 1:1

ScN-AlN superlattice. We show that although wurtzite nitrides are polar materials with

large polarization switching barriers that hinder applications in ferroelectric devices, fer-

roelectric polarization switching can be realized in the superlattice, which adds new func-

tionalities to wurtzite-structured nitrides. Ferroelectricity in highly Sc doped w-AlN was

recently predicted25, although the phase stability problem at high Sc concentration still per-

sists9. Furthermore, we propose that epitaxial biaxal tensile strain in ScAlN can reduce

the energy barrier for polarization switching, and increase d33 by a factor of seven com-

pared to pure w-AlN. The applied strain leads the structure closer to a phase transition

from wurtzite-like to graphitic hexagonal structure. A similar enhancement in piezoelectric

properties is well-known for ferroelectric perovskites near to the phase-transition region37,38.

We also mentioned that epitaxial strain has been intensively studied both theoretically and

experimentally for inducing ferroelectricity in paraelectric perovskites39,40 and rock-salt non-

ferroelectric materials41.

Computational Details

Our �rst-principles calculations are performed in the framework of spin-polarized density

functional theory using projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials to describe the core

electrons and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernz-
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ernhof (PBE) for exchange and correlation as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Sim-

ulation Package (VASP)42�44 based on a plane-wave basis set. A cuto� energy of 500 eV

for the plane-wave expansion is used in all calculations and all structures are fully relaxed

until the Hellmann-Feynman forces on all the atoms are less than 10-3 eV/Å. The lattice

parameters and internal coordinates of the structures are fully relaxed to achieve the lowest

energy con�gurations using conjugate gradient algorithm. Geometry optimization of ScAlN

is carried out employing the conjugated gradient technique and the convergence for the total

energy is set as 10-7 eV. The Brillouin zone is sampled with a Γ -centered k -point mesh of

15 × 15 × 15 for geometry optimizations. Density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)

is used to calculate elastic (Cij), Born e�ective charges (Z∗
ij) and piezoelectric (eij) tensors.

We compare the structural parameters and spontaneous polarization obtained from the lo-

cal density approximation (LDA), GGA, and Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) exchange-

correlation functionals, and �nd that the three functionals produce reasonably close values

(see Supplementary Information). All the results in this paper are obtained from GGA cal-

culations. Phonon bandstructures are calculated from 3×3×3 supercell of the primitive cell

using DFPT employing phonopy code45. The nudged elastic band method (NEB)46 with

�ve images is employed to calculate the energy barrier for polarization switching. Recently

developed solid-state NEB (SSNEB)47 with �ve images has also been used to calculate the

barrier as this method allows relaxation of atomic and cell degrees of freedom for each image,

whereas NEB only allows atomic relaxation for each image keeping the lattice parameters

same for all the images. The images are relaxed until the maximum force per atom was no

more than 0.05 eV/Å.

Results and discussion

The ordered wurtzite-like ScAlN 1:1 superlattice (w-ScAlN), shown in Fig 1, consists of one

layer of buckled ScN and buckled AlN alternating along the c-direction. The calculated
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Figure 2: (a) Total energy per formula unit of w-ScAlN and h-ScAlN with epitaxial strain.
The energy barrier is de�ned as the energy di�erence between the wurtzite and the hexagonal
phase of ScAlN superlattice, where h-ScAlN has the wurtzite's in-plane lattice parameter.
(b) Change of internal parameters (uSc and uAl) and lattice parameter c with epitaxial strain.
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lattice constant (a=b) for the w-ScAlN superlatice is 3.33 Å, which is larger than that

of pure w-AlN (3.13 Å) but smaller than that of h-ScN (3.69 Å). The c/a ratio of the

superlattice is 1.56, which is slightly lower than that of pure w-AlN (1.60). Two di�erent

internal parameters u, a dimensionless parameter that determines the position of the atoms

in the unit cell, are calculated (uSc = 0.416 for Sc and uAl= 0.363 for Al). The u parameter

of pure w-AlN (u = 0.382) is in between these two values. The w-ScAlN structure is 0.16

eV lower in energy with respect to the hexagonal (h-ScAlN) structure with u = 0.50, where

each �at ScN and �at AlN layer repeats along the c-direction. In fact, w-ScAlN is also

lower in energy with respect to 4H- and 6H-type con�gurations (structures are shown in

Fig. S1 in Supplementary Information). The formation energy per atom (E f) is de�ned as

Ef = (Ew−ScAlN − Ebulk−Sc − Ebulk−Al − EN2)/N , where Ew−ScAlN is the energy per atom of

w-ScAlN, Ebulk−Sc and Ebulk−Al are energy per atom of bulk Al (space group: Fm3m) and

bulk Sc (space group: P63/mmc), respectively, EN2 is the energy of N2 molecule and N is

the total number of atoms in the primitive unit cell (4 atoms). In high temperature growth

techniques, N2 molecule rather than solid N2 is a reasonable energy reference for formation

energy. The negative formation energy of w-ScAlN (-1.44 eV/atom, which is close to the

formation energy of w-GaN48) indicates its stability with respect to bulk Al, bulk Sc and N2

molecule. As the w-ScAlN superlattice is a new structure, its mechanical or elastic stability

is checked according to the criteria for a hexagonal crystal structure49: C11> C12, 2C2
13<

C33(C11+C12), C44 > 0, C66 >0. Considering the �ve independent elastic constants that we

obtain, namely C11= 264.72 GPa, C12= 115.02 GPa, C13= 122.82 GPa, C33= 202.21 GPa,

and C44= 67.47 GPa, C66= (C11-C12)/2, it can be concluded that the ScAlN superlattice is

mechanically stable.

To con�rm the dynamical stability of w-ScAlN, the phonon dispersion is also calculated

(shown in Fig. 1). The absence of any imaginary modes in the phonon bandstructure

con�rms that the structure is stable or at least structurally metastable. On the other hand,

the hexagonal phase shows an imaginary optical phonon mode that has the lowest imaginary
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frequency (i4.58 THz) at the center of the Brillouin zone (Γ-point). This soft mode represents

a set of atomic displacements where Al or Sc and N atoms are moving in opposite directions

along the c-axis. The lowest imaginary phonon mode at Γ guarantees an identical atomic

displacement pattern in each unit cell, which results in a ferroelectric polarization (shown in

Fig. 1(c)).

In a real wurtzite crystal, a spontaneous polarization along the c-direction is a conse-

quence of the deviation of the c/a ratio (as well as the u parameter) from the ideal value of

1.633 (u=0.375). The c/a ratio for both w-AlN and w-ScAlN is lower than the ideal value,

resulting a spontaneous polarization along c-direction. Using Born e�ective charges (Z∗
33)

and atomic displacement (4uk,3) along the c-direction with respect to non-polar hexagonal

con�guration, we calculate spontaneous polarization along the c-direction (P3) using the

following expression50:

P3 =
e

Ω

∑
k

Z∗
k,334uk,3 (1)

where k represents the di�erent ions in the unit cell. As the value of Z∗
33 of each ion

changes during the transition (i.e. polarization switching) from the wurtzite to the hexagonal

con�guration, we take the mean value (Z∗
33). This formula is commonly used for ferroelectric

perovskites51. Our calculated P3 for w-AlN is 1.30 C/m2, which is quite comparable with the

recently corrected value (1.35 C/m2), considering non-polar hexagonal con�guration as the

paraelectric reference50. The P3 for w-ScAlN directing from the N layer to the Al/Sc layer

along the c-direction is 1.12 C/m2 , which is slightly smaller than that of w-AlN. Note that

w-ScAlN possess a spontaneous polarization about four times larger than that of BaTiO3 (ca.

0.27 C/m2)52, and even slightly higher than that of well known ferroelectric PbTiO3 (0.81

C/m2)53. Hence, the possibility of polarization switching could make w-ScAlN a promising

candidate for ferroelectricity.

As the energy di�erence between wurtzite and hexagonal phases for AlN is high (ca. 0.56

eV/unit cell), ferroelectric switching of this spontaneous polarization may not be practical.
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Additionally, a large structural change during the switching from the wurtzite to the hexag-

onal structure, in which the axial lattice parameters (a and b) lengthen by 6.7% and the

c parameter decreases by 17.94% , hinders ferroelectric switching in bulk w-AlN. However,

opening the possibility of ferroelctricity, the energy barrier for polarization switching (0.16

eV/unit cell) of the w-ScAlN superlattice (obtained from SSNEB calculation as shown in Fig.

1(a)) is signi�cantly lower than that of w-AlN. The underlying mechanism for the decrease in

thee energy di�erence is due to the fact that there exists a metastable hexagonal ScN phase,

although the ground state crystal structure of ScN is rocksalt cubic, and its wurtzite phase is

unstable54,55. The presence of such metastable hexagonal ScN phase in ScGaN alloy grown

by molecular beam epitaxy has also been experimentally con�rmed56,57. In fact, the internal

parameter uSc = 0.416 in ScAlN is closer to the value of 0.5 for the hexagonal phase than the

wurtzite phase. Note that similar value of uSc is also observed for the Sc atoms in Sc doped

w-AlN, where the high concentration of Sc drives the wurtzite to hexagonal phase transition

by increasing uScmonotonically and consequently ferroelectricity is also predicted25. Here,

we emphasize that a uniform polarization change through a non-polar high symmetry state

is assumed for polarization switching, where formation of domains, e�ect of surface charges

(depolarization �eld) in ultrathin �lms, and e�ect of electrodes are ignored for computational

simplicity. These are also beyond the scope of this work. However, we compare our esti-

mated switching barrier from uniform switching with that of known ferroelectrics to predict

the possibility of realistic switching. Bennett et al. have proposed that switching barrier

below 0.25 eV could be favorable for ferroelectric switching58, and our value is lower than

this value. w-ScAlN can be a promising ferroelectric candidate as the switching barrier (0.16

eV/unit cell) is comparable with that of PbTiO3 (0.20 eV/unit cell)52, and lower than that

of hexagonal ABC ferroelectrics58. Also note that ferroelectric polarization switching has

been experimentally demonstrated in orthorhombic GaFeO3 thin �lms, although there is a

remarkably high energy barrier (1.05 eV per formula unit) for the switching59.

To understand the origin of ferroelectricity, we compare the Born e�ective Charge (BEC)
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of the paraelectric (hexagonal) phase of AlN and the ScAlN superlattice. Our calculated Z∗
33

for Al in h-AlN is 3.12 |e|, but is 3.35 |e| in h-ScAlN; Z∗
33 of N is -3.12 |e| in h-AlN , but is -3.36

|e| (-3.81 |e|) for N bound to Al (N bound to Sc) in h-ScAlN ; Z∗
33 of Sc in h-ScAlN is +3.82

|e|. Clearly, Z∗
33 values in the paraelectric superlattice (h-ScAlN) are notably larger than the

formal charges of the elements, and also larger than the BECs in paraelectric h-AlN. Larger

Z∗
33 values compared to the formal charges indicate that the atomic displacements associated

with the ferroelectric phase transition should be stemming from chemical activities, for

example, charge transfer, intra-atomic redistribution of charge density, or rehybridization

of covalent bonds. Indeed, a partial density of states (PDOS) analysis (Supplementary

Information, Fig. S2 and Fig. S3) indicates that the phase transition from the hexagonal

to the wurtzite is associated with a 3dz2 − 3pz hybridization at the Fermi level in the Sc

atom (Fig. S2). This produces an asymmetric mixed orbital φm(pz) along the z -direction,

and causes an asymmetric Sc φm(pz)-N 2pz hybridization (at the Fermi level) that results in

an o�-center displacement along the z -direction. 3dz2 − 3s orbital mixing for Sc is present

in h-ScAlN in the energy range of -4eV to -2eV (Supplementary Information, Fig. S3).

However, this mixing produces a symmetric orbital φm(s), and therefore symmetric Scφm(s)-

N 2pz hybridization does not result in an o�-center displacement. On the other hand, the

Al-N layer undergoes sp2-type to sp3-type hybridization during the phase transition from

the hexagonal to the wurtzite. Note that 'd0-ness' (meaning empty d -states of ions like Ti4+

in BaTiO3) with hybridization also plays vital role in driving the ferroelectric transition in

YMnO3
60�64.

A large structural change is still required for the polarization switching. During the tran-

sition from wurtzite to the intermediate hexagonal phase required for ferroelectric switching,

the necessary 6.3% increase in the in-plane lattice parameters and the 15.80% decrease in the

c-direction are likely to cause the bulk crystal to crack. On the other hand, when the crystal

structure is not allowed to change in-plane, the energy di�erence between the wurtzite and

the hexagonal phases of the ScAlN superlattice, with wurtzite's in-plane lattice parameters,
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is 0.63 eV (obtained from NEB calculation as shown in Fig. 1(a)), which is too high for prac-

tical memory devices. To understand the origin of this, the phonon band structure for the

paraelectric (hexagonal) phase is computed using the basal plane lattice parameters �xed at

those of w-ScAlN and allowing the c lattice parameter to relax. The same imaginary mode is

present at the Γ point and this mode becomes even softer (i11.60 THz), indicating that the

polar wurtzite structure becomes more energetically preferable with respect to the hexago-

nal phase, and in-plane lattice expansion during switching reduces the energy barrier for the

polarization switching. Therefore, we suggest that an epitaxially biaxial tensile strained thin

�lm forced to have the basal plane lattice parameters matched to the substrate by forming

a coherent �lm-substrate interface, and free to relax only along the c-direction, can be ideal

for realizing ferroelectric switching. Such epitaxial strain can additionally prevent the thin

�lm (usually a few hundred nanometers thick) cracking during polarization switching.

The switching barrier can also be profoundly decreased by epitaxial tensile strain as shown

in Fig. 2(a). In our ordered structure, we �nd that an epitaxial biaxal tensile strain plays

the similar role as the doping concentration of Sc in w-AlN, in that both internal parameters

increase to 0.5 with the tensile strain (shown in Fig. 2(b)), indicating that the tensile

strain leads the structure close to the phase transition from the wurtzite to the hexagonal.

The softening of A1 phonon modes with epitaxial tensile strain (Fig. S5 in Supplementary

Information) also indicates the same phase transition. Furthermore, the switching barrier

can be dramatically reduced; for example, at 5% biaxial strain, the energy barrier is only

0.08 eV/unit cell, which is smaller than that of perovskite PbTiO3 (about 0.2 eV/unit cell)52.

It should be mentioned that epitaxial strain has been experimentally demonstrated as an

e�ective approach to engineer ferroectricity in other non-ferroelectric materials39�41,65.

Now we discuss the e�ect of epitaxial strain on the spontaneous polarization as it enhances

the polarization substantially in PbTiO3 and BaTiO3; but the polarization in LiNbO3 or

BiFeO3 remains almost una�ected66. We �nd that total polarization (P ) in w-ScAlN changes

signi�cantly under epitaxial strain (shown in Fig. 3). First, the P along the c-direction for
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each epitaxial strain is directly calculated using Eq. (1). Based on linear relation between

the total spontaneous polarization change and strain, the P under an epitaxial strain is

also estimated in terms of piezoelectric constants of unstrained structure by the following

expression:

P = P3 +4P = P3 + 2ε(e31 − P3) + ε3e33 (2)

Here, 4P is the change in spontaneous polarization along the c-direction due to the

epitaxial strain ε. Our calculated proper piezoelectric constant e31 (e33) from DFPT calcu-

lations is -0.65 C/m2 (1.79 C/m2). ε3 is the induced strain along the c-direction due to the

in-plane epitaxial strain, which is calculated as the ratio between the change in the c lattice

parameter due to the epitaxial strain to that of the unstrained structure. Fig. 3 shows the

polarization obtained from both Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) as a function of epitaxial strain. In

the range of strain -2% to 3%, polarizations obtained from both equations are very close,

and the relation between strain and polarization is linear. We �nd that compressive (tensile)

strain enhances (decreases) the P because of di�erent sign of 4P (shown in Fig 3). From

structural point of view, compressive strain makes the ScN and AlN layers more buckled,

hence increases the total P . On the other hand, tensile strain leads the polar wurtzite to

the nonpolar hexagonal structure �atting the atomic layers, which consequently decreases

the total P .

For practical device applications such as resonators, the out of plane piezoelectric con-

stants determine device performance. The piezoelectric response of the w-ScAlN superlat-

tice is calculated to be e33 = 1.78C/m2(Table 1). This is larger than that of pure w-AlN

(1.46C/m2). Although disordered Sc-doped AlN has a much larger piezoelectric constant

of 3.1 C/m2 , that result is achieved for high Sc doping levels (≈50%)14, which induce the

phase transition to the hexagonal structure that completely removes the piezoelectric e�ect.

To understand the origin of large piezoelectric constant in w-ScAlN, we decompose e33

into two contributions67:
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e33 = eclamp33 +
∑
k

eint33 (k) = eclamp33 +
∑
k

2e√
3a2

Z∗
33(k)

du3(k)

dη3
(3)

The clamped-ion term (eclamp33 ) arises from the contributions of electrons when the ions

are frozen at their zero-strain equilibrium internal atomic coordinates (u); and the internal-

strain (eint33 ) term arises from the contribution from internal microscopic atomic displacements

in response to a macroscopic strain. In our case, the strain (η3) is applied in the z -direction.

Here, k runs over all the atoms in the unit cell, a is the in-plane lattice constant, and e is the

electron charge. The Born e�ective charge (Z∗
33(k)) of k -th atom is calculated by the DFPT

approach. The response of the k -th atom's internal coordinate along the c-direction (u3 (k))

to a macroscopic strain (η3) is measured by du3(k)
dη3

. From Table 1, it is clear that both BEC

and internal-response for each atom in w-ScAlN are larger than those in w-AlN. Therefore,

e33 is enhanced for the w-ScAlN superlattice compared to w-AlN. Note that the value of eint33

for w-ScAlN (2.37 C/m2) is signi�cantly larger than for w-AlN (1.88 C/m2), although the

contribution from the electrons in w-ScAlN (-0.59 C/m2) is only slightly larger than that in

w-AlN (-0.42 C/m2). Interestingly, we �nd that all the atoms contribute almost equally.

If we now consider epitaxial biaxal tensile strain, the BEC and the internal response term

increase signi�cantly. For example, at 5% strain, the internal-response term for each atom is

almost doubled compared to that in w-ScAlN at zero strain. Additionally, eclamp33 decreases

with increasing strain, which also increases e33. Therefore, we conclude that the larger e33

of the w-ScAlN superlattice under epitaxial strain (shown in Fig. 4(a)) primarily originates

from the large increase in the BEC and the internal-response of atoms, where the electronic

contribution also plays a role at large strain. Interestingly, we can also explain this increase

of e33 in terms of the c/a ratio. Recently a linear relation between e33 and the c/a ratio

has been proposed for various known wurtzite materials68. In Fig. 4(b), we see a similar

linear relation between e33 and the c/a even for the w-ScAlN superlattice. The c/a ratio

changes with epitaxial strain because the c lattice parameter decrease almost linearly with

the tensile strain (as shown in Fig. 2(b)).
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Table 1: Born E�ective Charges (Z∗
33) (|e|),

∂u3
∂η3

, eint33 (k) (C/m2) , eint33 (C/m2), eclamp33 (C/m2)
and total e33(C/m2).

Structure Atom Z∗
33

∂u3
∂η3

eint33 (k) eint33 eclamp33 e33

w-AlN Al 2.680 0.093 0.470 1.880 -0.423 1.457
N -2.678 -0.093 0.470

w-ScAlN Al 2.810 0.109 0.508 2.370 -0.586 1.784
Sc 3.056 0.134 0.683
NAl -3.135 -0.114 0.592
NSc -2.727 -0.130 0.587

w-ScAlN (5%) Al 2.938 0.229 1.013
Sc 3.252 0.202 0.992 3.995 -0.181 3.814
NAl -3.344 -0.187 0.942
NSc -2.844 -0.244 1.048

Using e33 and C33, we estimate d33 as e33/C33
14. Our calculated d33 of w-ScAlN (8.84

pC/N) is doubled compared to the value for w-AlN (4.08 pC/N). This is due to the sig-

ni�cant increase in e33 and the decrease in C33 (358.34 GPa in w-AlN to 202.21 GPa in

w-ScAlN). As mentioned above, epitaxial biaxal tensile strain signi�cantly enhances e33, and

it also profoundly softens C33 (shown in Fig. 4(a)). Consequently, we predict a signi�cant

enhancement in d33 with applied biaxial strain. For example, at a moderate 4% strain,

d33 becomes about 35 pC/N, which is signi�cantly larger than the highest d33 reported for

unstable Sc-doped w-AlN9.

Two interesting points should be mentioned. Firstly, only C33 is linearly decreasing

with strain, as the other elastic coe�cients remain essentially una�ected. This suggests a

controlled approach to tune both the elastic and piezoelectric properties along only the c-

direction while keeping the sample una�ected in-plane, which is of great bene�t for device

design. Secondly, as a consequence of the �rst point, the elastic stability criteria [ 2C2
13<

C33(C11+C12)]49 no longer holds at 5% or larger strain, although the dynamical stability

criterion (no imaginary phonon mode for all wave vectors) is still valid at 5% strain (Supple-

mentary Information, Fig. S5). Therefore, we propose that the ideal epitaxial tensile strain

will be in the range of 3-4%. Note that epitaxial strain engineering is a well-established tech-

nique for enhancing CMOS performance, engineering electronic bandstructure, searching for
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better catalysts, and improving ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and superconducting transition

temperatures65,69�71. Nowadays about ±3% epitaxial strains are common for oxide thin �lms;

e.g. a strain as large as -6% has been demonstrated in BiFeO3 thin �lms69,72,73. Similarly,

epitaxially grown nitrides are also quite common74�81. For example, AlN and GaN have

been grown on the Si(111) surface with large lattice mismatch74,81,82. The atomic ratio and

substrate temperature during the growth play very important role for minimizing defects

and surface roughness. There is also a correlation between epitaxial strain evolution and

surface crack formation74. Promisingly, using Al bu�er layer, 300 nm-thick high crystalline

AlN epitaxial �lms with smooth surface have been grown on Si substrate82. Note that the

lattice mismatch between AlN(0002) and Al(111) is 8.9%, and 19% between AlN(0002) and

Si(111)82. Interestingly, strain has been even proposed to stabilize the structures for highly

doped nitrides25. Suitable epitaxial strain can be induced by growing one nitride on another

nitride substrate. For example, 660 nm thick InGaN ultrathin �lms have been grown on

GaN75, and a phase separation is observed for InN fraction above 12%. Moreover, strain can

be even tuned by doping the nitride substrate. Despite the great e�orts over the last few

decades, here it is necessary to clarify that it still remains quite challenging to grow good

quality nitride samples with epitaxial strain74�80.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we show that a 1:1 w-ScAlN superlattice is dynamical as well as mechanically

stable and possesses a ferroelectric spontaneous electric polarization. The energy barrier

for ferroelectric switching can be signi�cantly tuned with epitaxial tensile strain, indicating

the possibility of ultrathin ferroelctric �lms. More importantly, the superlattice exhibits

signi�cantly larger piezoelectric response compared to pure w-AlN. The origin of large piezo-

electric constant e33 is a combination of an enhancement in Born e�ective charges (Z 33) and

the sensitivity of atomic co-ordinates with respect to external strain (∂u3
∂η3

). In addition, the
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softening of the C33 elastic constant further promotes a larger d33. We demonstrate that

epitaxial biaxial tensile strain can signi�cantly enhance the piezo-response. For example,

d33 in w-ScAlN at 4% epitaxial tensile strain is about seven times larger than that of pure

w-AlN. The applied tensile strain enhances e33 by increasing Z 33and ∂u3
∂η3

, together with a

pronounced softening of C33, which then signi�cantly increases the value of d33. As both

superlattice growth and epitaxial strain have been previously experimentally demonstrated

in wurtzite nitrides, our results can show a novel approach to add new functionalities such

as ferroelectricity and tunable piezoelectrictricity to wurtzite nitrides.
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